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Overview

Introduction

Augmented Reality (AR) is a rapidly emerging technology 
that allows users to place computer generated images over 
top of real-world environments through a smart device. AR 
is becoming increasingly accessible, and the technology 
is nowadays available to just about anyone who has a 
smartphone. 

Whether one is a potential customer, or simply a sports car 
enthusiast, the new Porsche AR Visualizer app allows users 
to experience a personally configured Porsche at any time, 
anywhere. Using the AR Visualizer, users can seamlessly place 
a Porsche model in their living room, garage, or on any other 
flat surface. In addition to manipulating colors and wheels, 
users can also explore vehicle highlights and dive into an 
X-Ray mode to see the vehicle drivetrain. Finally, users can 
enter a “video game-esque” driving mode, where they can 
manually navigate the car throughout the space. The app 
also has functionality that allows users to change colors of an 
existing Porsche model in reality, however this test does not 
cover that feature. 

In this report, we will discuss our testing methodology, results 
and findings, as well as recommendations for the Porsche 
AR Visualizer application. There are several lessons to be 
learned from this unique Porsche experience, especially 
as we continue to think about the business case for 
immersive car buying experiences. Team One is dedicated 
to understanding new and emerging technologies, as well as 
the user experiences that are inherently tied to them. Our 
team is passionate about ensuring that as new AR and VR 
experiences are created, they are also properly tested with 
users. As always, we look forward to applying these learnings, 
as well as future findings, to our internal immersive reality 
efforts here at Team One. 

Methodology

For this test, we recruited eleven participants with varying 
levels of familiarity with AR. We recruited six male and five 
female participants. 

The test was conducted in a large, open room, so that 
participants could move around freely for a more immersive 
experience. Because participants were moving throughout 
the space, we elected to take a shadow-method approach 
combined with a thinking aloud protocol. Participants were 
asked to articulate their actions and expectations as they 
navigated through the app. Our team asked many follow 
up questions before, during, and after the test. That said, 
we also exercised caution with our questioning in order to 
ensure that we did not disrupt the natural flow of the app 
experience. Our team consisted of one moderator and one 
note taker. 

Our team was curious as to whether or not screen size would 
affect usability, so we conducted five tests on an iPhone, and 
six tests on an iPad. Prior to launching the AR experience, 
participants were read the following scenario:

You are a luxury car owner, and you are in the market for 
a new car. You recently heard about a new Augmented 
Reality app released by Porsche. You have decided you are 
interested in the Porsche 911 Carrera S, and now you are 
ready to experience the model and its various configurations 
using the new AR Visualizer.
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Findings

Overall, this was an enjoyable and engaging AR experience. 
Nearly everyone relished the opportunity to interact with a 
Porsche in this unique manner. However, there were some things 
left to be desired by users. Throughout the testing of the app, 
our participants revealed some common mistakes and complaints, 
which we will discuss below. Generally, the usability issues 
ranged from visualizer functionality to confusing UI. Based on our 
observations, we now have some important recommendations for 
the designers and developers. 
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Getting Started

The AR Visualizer is launched once users select “Place Car” 
from the main menu. Users are immediately prompted to 
scan a flat surface, so that the car can be dropped into the 
scene and scaled properly. However, we found that many 
users struggled to place the car, a step which is essentially 
the key to the rest of the AR experience. While most users 
took about ten to twenty seconds to place the car, three 
users took nearly a full minute just to complete this first step.  
Users often asked for directions or if they “were doing this 
right.”

Once users place the car into the scene, they can rotate and 
scale the vehicle. However, the only indication that these 
options are available comes right after the car is placed, and 
the prompts then disappear as soon as users tap elsewhere. 
In other words, if a user misses these “helpful hints” at the 
beginning, they likely believe that they are restricted to 
the initial size and rotation angle for the remainder of the 
experience.

Our team recommends that the designers and developers of 
this experience use more intuitive UI to resolve these issues. 
In regards to the car placement functionality, we suggest 
removing the scanning animation. This distracting visual 
seems to draw attention away from the important dotted 
circles on the floor, which represent the area users should 
aim for with the camera. Isolated instructional text would go 
a long way here, and would help users focus more on the 
dots. If users continue to struggle placing the car, perhaps 
they could “opt-in” to an instructional animation, which could 
be accessed by clicking some sort of question mark icon off 
in the corner of the screen. The question mark could also 
house animations and instructional copy for scaling and 
rotating if the user happens to miss the initial instructions. 

As mentioned, both of these tasks are crucial to achieving 
a more immersive experience. The first steps of any AR 
experience often dictate how a user feels for the remainder 
of the experience, and this visualizer is no exception. If 
Porsche can make these initial tasks feel more seamless and 
intuitive, users will feel more confident navigating through 
the rest of the AR experience. 
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Hidden Elements

Once the car is placed, users can begin making changes 
to vehicle’s appearance and exploring the main features. 
These options are accessed by a slide out menu off to the 
right, represented by a red semi-circle and arrow. Two 
out of eleven participants did not understand that they 
were supposed to tap this arrow. Further testing could 
potentially reveal that this is a common problem, in which 
case we would advise the designers and developers to 
reconsider how the menu is accessed. 

Once users were in the menu, we found that some options 
were better understood than others. All participants 
successfully changed the color and wheels of the vehicle, 
but problems started to arise once users entered the 
Features section. Here, users can explore the Driveshaft 
and Highlights options. All users were able to convert the 
car into X-Ray mode when clicking on Driveshaft. However, 
the Highlights tab was problematic. Once Highlights is 
selected in the menu, the highlights of the vehicle are 
represented by small white dots around the perimeter of 
the car, which direct the user to click to learn more. Once 
a dot is clicked, the feature is displayed as an animation. 
About half of the participants did not even see the white 
dots, which meant this tab served no purpose for these 
users. The main reason these users could not see the dots 
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was due to scale. If the vehicle size exceeded the frame 
size and users did not know to shrink or rotate the car, 
the white dots were blocked by the body of the car. For 
the users that did see the dots and successfully tapped 
them, four were disappointed that there was no copy 
to accompany the animation. In other words, they didn’t 
really understand what they were observing. 

First, we recommend that the designers and developers 
bring these highlighted dots to the front of the image, 
even if the represented highlight is on the other side of 
the car. If a user clicks one of these dots, perhaps the 
car could automatically re-scale and rotate. This action 
would serve two purposes: 1) Users could have the best 
possible view for the animation as it plays, and 2) If users 
had missed the scaling and rotating features earlier in 
the experience (see Getting Started section), the auto-
movement would show that the position of the car can 
be manipulated manually. Next, we recommend changing 
the color of the highlight buttons. White seems to blend 
in with several of the body colors, and the dots do not 
stand out as much as they should. Finally, we recommend 
adding copy to accompany each highlight. If the point of 
this menu option is to show users cool features of the car, 
then there should be text on the screen that describes 
the active animation. We believe that these minor changes 
would drastically improve the experience within the 
visualizer menu.
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Drive Mode

Drive mode within the AR visualizer allows users to drive the 
car model forward, backward, brake, and accelerate. The car 
is steered by following a red dot in the center of the screen. 
Depending on the orientation of the car, it will always 
attempt to return to the red dot in the center of the screen. 

Steering

Our team found that steering was a primary pain point 
for many of the users. Ten out of eleven users did not 
understand that the car was steered using the red dot in 
the center of the screen. It was reported that the dot was 
not visible or that the mechanism did not make sense to the 
user. Multiple users felt that they were in fact steering the 
car by tilting the device side to side instead of following the 
red dot. One user reported that “[when I try to steer] the 
car does not go where I expect it to go.”

Braking 

Users testing on the iPad struggled to find the brake button 
or did not know how to stop the car. They instead put the 
car in reverse to brake the forward motion. Users reported 
after the brake was revealed that the button felt “too far 
from drive” and was not intuitively placed. However, users 
on the iPhone did not report issues finding the brake 
button. We believe this issue is a result of the iPad having 
a larger screen, and would recommend more testing to 
explore this potential problem. 

Directionality 

Additionally, three users reported that the “D” (abbreviation 
for “drive”) and “R” (abbreviation for “reverse”) were 
confusing. Two of the three users suggested an “F” 
(abbreviation for “forward”) would make logical sense in this 
situation. This, compounded with the inability to steer, made 
for a confusing and difficult driving experience. 

Recommendations

We recommend that the drive function be overhauled. 
The observed steering behaviors suggest that users are 
pulling from the physical experience of driving. By treating 
the device as a steering wheel and eliminating the red 
dot steering we believe the users would have a more 
effective driving experience in the AR Visualizer. We also 
suggest replacing the directional “D” with an “F” to make 
it clear that the direction of the car is being dictated by 
the selector. This would also make sense considering that 
there is already a “Drive” button that moves the car in both 
directions. While the users interpretation is subjective, we 
believe that creating a better user experience within the 
drive component will influence their overall perception of 
the drive function utility as it was intended by Porsche.

Drive Mode Utility 

Finally, it is important to consider the purpose of the drive 
function. When asked about the goal of the AR Visualizer 
app, the majority of participants reported that the goal was 
to see the customization options for a particular Porsche 
model. The complete experience was generally perceived 
as one that would help shoppers learn more about the 
vehicle, so that they can potentially make a more informed 
purchase. Our users suggested that the driving component 
of this app felt “gimmicky,” “like a video game,” and “out of 
context.” These findings suggest that there is a disconnect 
between the intended function of the drive component and 
the interpreted function. If the goal of the AR Visualizer is 
to help shoppers learn more about Porsche models, then 
we believe the driving mode is forced and contextually out 
of place. If the team at Porsche believes (and future tests 
reveal) that this feature truly helps shoppers “experience” 
various Porsche models, then it most likely fits alongside the 
other exploratory options in the menu. However, if this is 
not the case, then perhaps the driving feature belongs in a 
separate application. 
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Conclusion

The Porsche AR Visualizer is an impressive application in the 
rapidly-expanding world of immersive technology. That being 
said, our team believes that the designers and developers should 
revisit the functionality and UI issues outlined in this report. 
While most users enjoyed the experience, there is certainly 
room for improvement going forward. 

We believe that by considering our recommendations and 
continuing to test future versions of the app, Porsche could 
become a leader in the use of AR for car shopping. Throughout 
the testing, it became apparent that this technology could one 
day reduce the need for shoppers to be physically present at a 
car dealership. Of course, most people will always want to test 
drive a vehicle before a big purchase. However, future versions 
of this app, as well as other car AR visualizers, seem like they 
could yield comfortability in other aspects of the car-buying 
experience.
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Appendix

Originally our team hypothesized that the AR visualizer would 
test better on an iPad versus an iPhone. We tested six users on 
the iPad and five users on the iPhone. We had users complete a 
SUS evaluation. We found that the iPad underperformed with a 
SUS score of 57.9, contrary to our hypothesis. The iPhone users 
scored 72.5. When asked if the experience would be better or 
worse on a different device iPad users reported that “it would 
be worse on a smaller screen,” however iPhone users reported 
that the small screen did not hinder functionality or overall 
experience. Again, while these findings are not conclusive, they 
present an interesting case for further user testing. 
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